
WELCOME TO OUR TECHNOLOGICAL 
WORLD OF EVENTS
 

WWW.TSE.COM.PL



Over 20 years of experience, 
over 500 productions annually, 
the position of a leader in the industry.

 
We provide modern audiovisual solutions. We specialize 
in lighting, multimedia, sound, stage structures.

We provide technical services for conferences, special events,
fashion shows, concerts, open-air festivals and TV programs.

We treat each production individually and with commitment. 
We invest in people, technology and equipment.

We are a creative and reliable technological partner at every
event.



LIGHTING



LIGHTING
We know everything about professional stage and television light.

We are proud of thousands of prestigious projects and cooperation with the best light designers.
 
We prepare detailed CAD drawings, Depence visualisations, preprogramming and WYSWIG files for our clients

We work with such brands as Clay Paky, Robe, Ayrton, MA Lighting and others.



 PROFESSIONAL MULTIMEDIA SOLUTIONS



PROFESSIONAL MULTIMEDIA SOLUTIONS
We have creative specialists and the most modern devices and systems to create 
and implement spectacular visual effects at each event.

We work on Disguise servers, Notch programmes, BLACK TRAX System. 
We use Lightware,  AnalogWay and Barco switching equipment.

The  possibilities are limited only by imagination!
We are able to plan the most complicated concept and implement it effectively.

multimedia stage design 
3D mapping 
mapping on moving items 
large format screenings
3D perspective illusion
hollographic projections

   Effects we create:



SOUND



SOUND
Sound systems of all power and size!
We have specialist knowledge and top-class sound technology devices that guarantee professional service for each event. 

We have the ability to provide sound for hotel meetings, conferences, hall concerts and huge outdoor festivals.

Branded equipment from L'acoustics (Kara II, Kiva II) Yamaha, Shure and Sennheiser allow us to meet the riders 
of the world's greatest artists successfully.



CONFERENCES & CONGRESSES



CONFERENCES & CONGRESSES
When organizing conferences or congresses, the smallest details are
important, so we always pay special attention to:

a) ballanced lighting of participants so that photo-video materials are top-quality
b) elegant, non-overwhelming multimedia,
c) we offer high-quality 4K laser projection,
d) we adjust the appropriate type of sound,
e) small pitch LED screeens

A very important aspect of the events
implementation is the personal culture
and impeccable presence 
of employees, as well as safety 
and aesthetics of work.



TV PRODUCTIONS



TV PRODUCTIONS

Television productions are made on the basis of the latest lighting and multimedia solutions. 

The specificity of "on live" work requires 100% efficiency of the equipment  and an experienced technical team. 

We also work with TV stations on the production of many music and sports events that are reported or broadcast live,
 e.g.  Rrd Bull X-Fighters, Polish Music OPole Festival, Eurovision Music Contest.



GALAS & PREMIERES



Galas & Premieres, Fashion Shows
We constantly follow the trends to be able to offer the latest lighting, multimedia
and sound solutions, enabling the creation of original and effective projects.

Our offer includes modern and high-class LED screens, LED curtains, multimedia
and lighting systems, thanks to which we create unique shows. Our experienced
producers and engineers take care of every element of the event and also 
its safety.
Our hardware novelties will ensure a "wow" effect at any event.



CONCERTS & FESTIVALS



Concerts & Festivals
The concert is not only about stars and music - it's a great show now. Great sound and unique visual effects are important elements of a successful
concert. 

You will get it in the highest quality, because we meet  the technical requirements of the world's greatest artists. We also provide the stage stuctures and
external roofing for the concerts. We have prepared shows of: Elton John, Sting, Black Eyed Peas, Queen & Adam Lambert, Joe Cocker, Scorpions,
Armin Van Buren, Daft Punk, Andrea Bocelli, David Guetta.

We also support many regular festivals; Film Music Festival in Krakow, SunRise, AirBeatOne Festival, Fest Festival,  Super Bloom and many more.



TRADE FAIRS & EXHIBITIONS



Trade Fairs & Exhibitions

The creative use of event technology contributes to the unique character of each stand. 

In cooperation with designers and architects we provide the concept of  the stand. We are able to
build one, starting with aluminum trusses, ending with sophisticated multimedia solutions. 
For e.g. LED floors, touch screens and many more attractive and interactive multimedia proposals.



SPORT EVENTS



Sport Events

These are very specific projects, where, on the one hand, the technique must remain in the shadows and not disturb 
the athletes, and on the other hand, it must provide excellent reception for the gathered audience and viewers in front of TV sets.

We provide not only lighting, sound or modern multimedia services, but we create the whole show which is  essential element 
of sport events.



ADVANTAGE OF THE TSE GROUP



Advantage of the TSE Group
Comprehensive service

TSE is one contractor for many tasks.
 Our company provides a comprehensive event
technical service. It facilitates work, reduces 
the risk of team collisions and thus increases
the safety and comfort of our partner's work.
Our teams take care of health and safety 
at work

Equipment resources

Our equipment is modern and reliable.
We constantly supplement the warehouse with
new, branded devices. We can realize several
events  at the same time. 
We always have spare equipment ready.

Experienced team

We have nearly sixty permanent associates 
with extensive experience in the events
production.
Low turnover, continuous training and the
number of completed projects make our
company successful.



Contact us!
New Year's Eve? Political Summit?
3D mapping or Theater Meeting?
Ask us a question - we will adapt to your needs! 
 
                                                                                                                                                                 
Łukasz Kubiak                                                                                                                                                                                                    
General Director                                                                                                                                      
mob: +48 601 221 857                                                                                                                          
email: lukasz.kubiak@tse.com.pl                                                                                                              
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International Project Manager                                                                                                       
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email: katarzyna.wyczolkowska@tse.com.pl                                
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